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Abstract 
lhis investigation is concerned with the dynamic synthesis of 
gyroscopic structures consisting of point-connected substructures. 
The object is to develop a mathematical model capable of an adequate 
simulation of the modal characteristics of a helicopter using 
a minimum number of degrees of freedom. The basic approach is to 
regard the helicopter structure as an assemblage of flexible sub-
structures. This approach has the advantage that it permits the 
representation of each substructure by a given number of "modes". 
The variationa~ equations feL the perturbed motion about certain 
equilibrium solutions Rre derived. Assuming that some of the sub-
structures are continuous, the variational equations are of the hybrid 
type so that it is necessary to discretize them, a task done quite 
well in the context of the component-mode synthesis. The discretized 
variational equations can be conveniently exhibited in matrix form, 
and a great deal of information about the system modal characteristics 
can be extracted from the coefficient matrices. The derivation of the 
variational equations requires a monumental amount of algebraic opera-
tions. To automate this task a symbolic manipulatio~ program on a 
digital computer is developed. 
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1. Introduction 
This investigation is concerned with the dynamic bynthesis of 
helicopters. The object is to develop a mathematical model capable of 
an adequate simulation of the modal characteristics of a helicopter 
using a minimum number of degrees of freedom. 
The method of approach represents an extension of the component-
mode synthesis (Refs. land 2) to gyros'copic systems. The basic idea is 
to regard the helicopter structure as all assemblage of flexible substruc-
tures. In the case of a helicopter, th4~ various substructures can be 
identified as the airframe, the transmilJsion shaft, the main rotor, and 
the tail rotor. The rotor can be simublted a~ a single substructure or 
as a collection of flexible blades. To ensure that the various substruc-
tures are acting as a single system, an orderly kinematical procedure 
for point-connected sub .. , tructures is develc.,ed (Ref. 3). 
The substructure synthesis approach has the advantage that it 
permits the representation of each substructure by a given number of 
"modes". This number can be varied according to the stiffness properties 
of the substructure. Clearly, a stiff substructure can be repres~nted 
by a smaller number of degrees of freedom than a flexible one. This is 
not the only advantage, however. Indeed, the approsch has the addad 
versatility that it permits a given substructure to be represented by a 
discrete mathematical model or a continuous one. For example, it is 
reasonable to represent the fuselage by a discrete model and a rotor 
blade by a continuous model. Assuming that some of the substructur€~ 
are continuous, the system equations of motion are hybrid in the sense 
that they com~rise both ordinary and partial differential equations. 
Note that even in the absence of discrete substructures the system in-
cludes ordinary differential equations describing rotational motion. 
The equations of motion can be conveniently obtained by the Lagrangian 
approach. The general equations are nonlinear and solutions of hybrid 
systems of nonlinear differential equations are beyond the state of the 
art. Fortunately, general solutions are not really necessary, nor are 
they likely to be very informative. Indeed, quite often one is content 
with solutions in the neighborhood of given special solutions, whe.:e the 
latter are often called equilibrium snlutions. The motion in the neigh-
borhood of the equilibrium solutions is referred to as the perturbed 
motion. When the perturbed motion is small, the linearized equations 
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obtained by ignoring the higher-order terms are known as the variational 
equations (Ref. 4). Two special solutions of consid2rable iuterest in 
the area of helicopter dynamics are associated with hover and forward 
flight. 
The v~~iRtional equations are still of the hybrid type. For a 
computational treatment of the equations, it is necessary to discretize 
them. This can be done quite well in the context of the component-mode 
synthesis. The procedure amounts to representing a continuous substruc-
ture by 3 finite s~ries of space-dependent modes multiplied by time-
dependent generalized coordinates. The meaning of these modes repre-
sents a study in itself and there appears to be some measure of freedom 
in their selection. The discretized variational equations of motion can 
be conveniently exhibited in matrix form, and a great deal of informa-
tion about the system modal characteristics can be extracted from the 
coefficient matrices. 
In the case in which one of the substructures rotates uniformly in 
the equilibrium state, such as in the case of the helicopter rotor, the 
cnefficient matrices of the variational equations are generally periodic 
functions of time. However, when the rotor possesse& both inertial and 
struct~ral symmetry, which is possible if the rotor has at least three 
blades, a coordinate transformation can reduce the periodic matrices of 
the variational equations to constant ones. The procedure i3 sometimes 
referred to as the method of multiblade coordinates (Ref. 5). The 
resulting constant-coefficient equations represent a typical linaar 
gyroscopic system. 
The derivation of the variational equations of motion and their re-
duction to a constant-coefficient system requires a monumental amount of 
algebraic operations and differentO~tions. In addition, there is the 
question of producing an ordering scheme to derive equations c= consis-
tent order (Ref. 6). This points to the necessity of automating the 
various derivations, a task accomplished by means of a symbolic manipula-
tion program on a digi tal cO!ll:,o·,ter. 
In this report, the above aspects are first treated in a somewhat 
general way and then applied to a simplified mathematical model of a 
helicopter. 
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2. Kinematical Condderat.t.!'.!!!. 
Let us consider a gen" . .:oal structure consisting of a cent'cal sub-
structure C and a given number of appended substructures (see Fig. 1). 
The appended substructures can be of many types. Hcwever, fur th~ pur-
pose of this paper we shall confine OUT. discussion to a few specific 
types, namely, flexible substructures rotating relative to the central 
substructure (type A) and chains of substructures composed of a flexible 
substructure rotating relative to the centr.al substructure to which 
another flexible substructure B is connected (type AB). The various types 
are illustrated in the illustrative eX"-lDple of Sec. 9. Clearl:", rigid 
substructures are simply special cases of flexible substructures obtained 
by ignoring the flexibility. In addition, although we recognize that 
there may be more than one appendage of each type, we shall confine our 
discussion to a representative one of each type, with summation implied 
over the entire number of substructures of the same type. The kinemati-
cal relationships pertinent to such general structures are presented in 
detail in Ref. 3 and are only reviewed briefly here. 
Let us consider the inertial system of axes XYZ with the origin at 
o and identify a system of axes xCYCzC with the .origin at an arbitrary 
point C of the central substructure. Then, denoting the velocity vector 
of point C relative to point 0 in terms of components along XYZ by 
~OC' the angular velocity of the frame xCYCzC relative to XYZ in terms 
of components along xCYCzC by ~C' and the matrix of direction cosines 
between xCyCzC and XYZ by TcO ' the absolute velocity of any mass point 
in the central substructure in terms of componen~s al~ng xCyCzC is 
•• •• • ~C = TCO~OC + QC(~c + ~c) + ~C = TCO~OC - (rC + uC)~G + ~C (1) 
In Eq. (1) ~C is the position vector and ~C is the ela::tic displacement 
vector of thc mass point measured relative to xCYCzC' QC is a skew sym-
metric matrix associated with ~c (see Ref. 4), rC + U
c 
is a skew sym-
metric matrix associated with ~C + ~C' and ~C is the elastic velocity of 
the point relative to axes xCYCzC' 
Next, we consider the appended substructure A attached to the cen-
tral substructure at point A and rotating relative to it. First, we 
introduce a nonrotating set of axes xCAYCAzCA in substructure C with 
origin at the point A and moving relative to axes xCYCzC as substructure 
C deforms. Then, introducing another set of axes xAYAzA attached to 
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substructure A with origin at A and moving with substructure A relative 
to substructure C, we can write the absolute velocity Qf any mass point 
in substructure A in terms of its elastic velocity relative to the frame 
xAYAz~, the motion of the frame xAYAzA relative to axes xCAYCAzCA' and 
the absolute motion of axes xCAYCAzCI: To this end, we recognize that 
the absolute velocity of the attachment point A is obtained simply by 
evaluating Eq. (1) at the specific point A. We denote this velocity by 
• ~CA' The absolute angular velocity of axes xCAYCAzCA is 
~CA = LEALGA~C + ~CA (2) 
where LGA is the matrix of direction cosines between axes xCAYCAzCA and 
xCYCzC due to geometry alone, LEA is the matrix of direction cosines 
between these axes due to the deformation of substructure C, and ~CA 
is the angular velocity of xCAYCAzCA relative to xCYCzC due to the 
deformation of substructure C. Explicitly, ~CA is the time derivative 
of the linear rotation vector 
(3) 
of axes xCAYCAzCA relative to axes xCYCzC in which Vc is the skew sym-
metric operator matrix corresponding to tGe curl operator associated 
with the rectangular coordinate system xCYCzC; the subscript A of ~CA 
specifies that the quantity in parenthesis is to be evaluated at point 
A. In addition, the matrix LEA has the form 
-T 
LEA = 1 + SCA (4) 
where 1 is the unit matrix and SCA is the skew symmetric matrix associated 
with the vector ~CA' Denoting by ~A the angular velocity of body axes 
xAYAzA relative to axes xCAYCAzCA and letting LA be the matrix of direc-
tion cosines between these axes, the absolute angular velocity of axes 
xAyAzA in terms of components along these axes can be written in the 
form 
(5) 
where 
TAC = LALEALGA (6) 
is the matrix of direction cosines between axes xAyAzA and xCYCzC' 
Finally, by analogy with Eq. (1) the absolute velocity of an arbitrary 
point in A is 
- -~A = TAC~CA + QA(:A + ~A) + ~A = TAC~CA - (rA + uA)~A + ~A 
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Turning our attention to the specific chain of substructures, we 
recognize that the first substructure in the chain is exactly analogous 
to a type A substructure. To describe the motion of the second substruc-
ture, we first consider the reference frame xABYABzAB in substructure A 
with origin at the point of connection, point B, between the second sub-
structure B and the first substructure A and which moves relative to the 
frame xAYAzA as substructure A deforms (see Fib' 1). Next, introducing 
the axes ~YBzB with the origin at point B and attached to substructure 
B, we can write the absolute velocity of any mass point in substructure 
B in terms of its velocity relative to the frame xBYBzB, the motion of 
the frame xByBzB relative to xABYABzAB' and the absolute motion of the 
frame xAByABzAB ' By analogy with Eq. (5), we can write the absolute 
angular velocity of axes xByBzB in terms of components along these axes 
in the form 
~B = TBA~A + LB~AB + ~B (8) 
where ~A is given by Eq. (5), ~B is the angular velocity of axes xByBzB 
relative to xABYABzAB' TBA = LBLEBLGB is the matrix of direction cosines 
between axes xByBzB and xAyAzA in which LGB is due to the geometry and 
LEB is due to the deformation of body A, and by analogy with Eq. (3). 
~AB = LGB(~B~AB) (9) 
is the linear rotation vector of axes xAByABzAB relative to xAYAzA· 
Moreover, by analogy wit.h Eq. (7), the ahsolute velocity of an arbitrary 
point in B is 
~B = TBA~AB + rlB(:B + ~B) + ~B = TBA~All - (rB + uB)~B + ~B (10) 
. 
where ~AB is obtained by evaluating Eq. (7) at the point B and ~B is 
the elastic velocity relative to axes xBYBzB. 
System Lagrange's Equations in General Hybrid Form 
The object is to derive the system Lagrange's equations of motion 
in general form. To this end, it is necessary to determine the func-
tional dependence of the Lagrangian. If su~ation over all substruc-
tures is implied, then we can write the system kinetic energy in the 
general form 
(11) 
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•• • 
where !C' !A' and !B are given by Eq~, (1), (7), and (10), respectively, 
Assuming that in equilibrium substructure A and substructure B rotate 
with the uniform angular velociti2s wA sbout zA and wB about zB' respec-
tively, while any other motion is zero, we can write 
~C = ec~C 
~A ~ wA~A + eA~A 
~ = wB~B + eB~b 
(12) 
where ~A is the vector of direction cosines between zA in the equili-
brium configuration and axes xAyAzA and ~B is the vector of direction 
cosines between zB in the equilibrium configuration and axes xBYBzB, 
Moreover, eC' eA, and 6B are 3x3 matrices depending on the oscillation 
of axes xCYCzC relative. to XYZ, xAyAzA relative to xCAYCAzCA' and ~YBzB 
relative to xABYABzAB , respectively, and ~C' ~A' and ~B are vectors of 
generalized velocities. Hence, the functional dependence of the'kinetic 
energy is 
T = T(!oc' eCi ' ~C' ~C' ~C' ~CA' ~CA' eAi , ~A' ~A' ~A' ~AB' ~AB' 
6Bi • ~B' ~, ~, t) (13) 
where ~CA denotes ~C evaluated at point A of substructure C and ~AB 
denotes ~A evaluated at point B of substructure A. 
Assuming that the potential energy is due entirely to elastic 
effects (including possible elastic restraints between substructures), 
we Sh:1: ::::, i:A:~ :::. g:::~a: ;01 ~~~c~cdDC + t i ~~Asc~cdSc 
1 { T 1 1 cT 1 {C T 
+ "2 JD ~A~A~AdDA + "2 S ~AASA~AdSA +"2 JD, ~B~B~BdDB 
A A B 
+ ~ £B ~~ASB~dSB (14) 
where U represents the potential energy due to elastic restraints of the 
rotation of substructure A relative to C and substructure B relative to 
A and ~C' ASC ' ~A' ASA' ~B and ASB are "two-sided" differential 
operators, containing partial derivatives with respect to the spatial 
variables. The operators are symmetric and positive definite and can be 
identified as energy operators over the respective domains. The last 
six terms of Eq. (14) represent symbolic operations involving integrations 
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l ! 1 j , r ; 
over the elastic domains uC' 0A' and 0B and their boundaries SC' SA' and 
SB' respectively. 
Next, introduce the Lagrangian L = T-V and write it in the form 
L = In ~cdOc +10 LOAdOA + In LOBdOB + Is LscdSc + Is LSAdSA c . ABC A 
+ Is LSBdSB - U B (15) 
where LOC ' Lsc ' LOA' LSA' LOB' and LSB are Lagrangian densities. Using 
Hamilton's principle (Ref. 4) and folloWing the standard procedure, we 
obtain Lag~ange's equations 
~t (a~~c) = 9 (16a) 
aL d (3L) 0 
aS Bi - de aeBi = 
i=l,2,3 (16b) 
= 0 over Dc 
o over 0A (16c) 
where !:c' ~A' and ~B are linear differential operator vectors reflect-
ing stiffness properties. Equations (16c) are subject to appropriate 
boundary conditions, which are omitted for brevity. Note that the 
relation between ~h" operators A and L is given by 
i r f-T • 'r T D u ~udD + JS ~ AS~dS = 0 ~ ~~dO (17) 
where the satisfaction of the boundary conditions is implied. 
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4. Variational Equations 
The hybrid set of equations, Eqs. (16), is generally nonlinear, 
p",,:ticularly in the J:ot;.;.tional coordinates. Moreover, due to the uni-
form angular velocity wA' the angle wAt appearq in the matrix of direc-
tion cosines giving the orientation of axes xAYAzA' and a similar state-
ment can be made for axes ~YBzB' Therefore, Eqs. (16) possess time-
dependent coeffic.:lents, or more specifically periodic coefficients. 
General solutions of sets of hybrid nonlinear differential equations 
with periodic coefficients do not exist. However, our interest is in 
solutions in the neighborhood of known solutions. These known solutions 
are either constant solutionG or periodic solutions and define an equili-
brium state or equilibrium motion, respectively. To study the dynamic 
characteristics in the neighborhood of known solutions, the perturbation 
equations are derived. The linearized perturbation equations are known 
a8 variational equations. To derive the variational equations, one can 
expand the Lagrangian in a Taylor series. The linear terms define the 
equilibrium and can be ignored since they cancel out in the equations of 
motion. The quadratic terms lead to the linear terms in the equations 
of motion and are the only terms retained in the Lagrangian. Note that 
this procedure involves simply a transformation of coordinates so that 
the equilibrium of the new equations is trivial. However, the Lagrangian 
obtained in this way will still possess periodic coeffici~nts. This 
creates a host of problems, as far as the analysis of the variational 
&quations is concerned. Indeed, systems of equations with periodic 
coefficients are considerably more difficult to analyze and the results 
considerably harder to interpret compared with systems with constiint 
coefficients. Under certain circumstances, it is possible to reduce a 
system with periodic coefficients in time to one with constant coeffi-
cients. Such systems are known as "redllcible" and the reduction process 
involves a linear transformation, wllere the equations of the transforma-
tion also have periodic coeffid_ents wi th the same period as the time-
dependent terms to be elimjr.ated. However, there is no general analyti-
cal procedure for determi_ning the linear transformation leading to the 
constant-coefficients system. We shall not be concerned with a general 
reducible system but with a special kind, namely, one for which a real 
transformation exists such that the transformed Lagrangian remains real 
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and does not depend explicitly on time. Trsnsfo~tions with these 
properties can easily be found if the rotating s"bstru,tures A and B 
possess certain symmetry. For example, if Buhstructure B consists of 
three or more identical beams with one end fixed to a hub and spaced 
equally around the hub in a plane perpendi~ular to the axis of rotation, 
and substructure A consists of a uniform ahaft rigidly attached to the 
hub, then the transformation can be found by the method of multiblade 
coordinates (Ref. 5). In the following, we ,;;hall assume that transfor-
mations ~! = ~~(~A,t), ~~ = ~~(~B,t) exist such that the transformed 
Lagrangian does not depend explicitly on time. Taking into account the 
above discussion, the linear constant-coefficients equations of motion 
can be written in a form resembling Eqs. (16). In fact, the form remains 
the same if the generalized coordinates entering into Eqs. (16) can be 
~egarded as measuring displacements from equilibrium" 
Next, we must recognize that a system of the type under considera-
tion posResses ignorable coordinates. Our object being to study the 
modal characteristics of the system, it is desirable to eliminate these 
ignorable coordinates. To this end, the three components of translation 
are r'-"(',:"ized immediately as ignorable coordinates. It is not immediately 
app:ar.::ent, however, that certain rotational coordinates may also be 
ignorable. IndeeC, if we assume that in equilibrium the Zc axis is 
aligned with the zA axis, then the angles DC3 and SA3' defined as the 
rotation of substruLture C about the zc axis and the deviation of the 
rotation of substructure A about the zA axis from steady spin, respec-
tively, are recognized immediately as being ignorable coordinates. 
Since the generalized momenta associated with ignorable coordinates are 
conserved, we can regard the conservation of these generalized momenta 
as constraints on the system and use these constraints to eliminate the 
vector ~OC and the rotational coordinates BC3 and SA3 from the formula-
tion. A similar discussion leads to the elimination of BB3' In view of 
these constraints, the final variational equations can be written in a 
form resembling Eqs. (16b) and (16c) if in Eqs. (16b) we delete i=3. 
5. System Discretization 
The system of equations (16b) and (16c) is hybrid and not very 
convenient for studying its dynamic characteristics. The reason can be 
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easily t~aced to the fact that some of the coordinates depend not only 
on time but alao on the spatial position. Hence, we shall find it 
necessary to eliminate the spatial dependence. This we shall do by a 
precess referred to as series discretization. Before proceeding with 
the discretization, we shall present certain mathematical preliminaries. 
Let us consider a function u that is continuous in the closed 
domain D=D+S, where D denotes the open domain and S its boundary. The 
function 1n assum~d to be quadratically integrable in the Lebesgue 
sense, which implies that the integral 
IIul1 2 = (u, u) =10 u2dD (18) 
exists, where I lull is known as the ~ of u. Our interest lies in 
approximating the function u by some other function. To this end, we 
consider the sequence of {"nctions 
Thbn, if lim IluN - ull ~ (', it 15 ~+:o to u. 
ul ' u2, ••• , ~, ••• defined over D. 
said that ~ ££.n:,_erges in the mean 
Next, let us assume that the fur.ction u can be represented in the 
00 
domain D by the series u = jgl aj~j' which is convergent in the mean, 
and consider the partial sum 
N 
~ = L aj~j (19) j=l 
Then, the set of functions ~j is said to be complete if it is possible 
to find an integer Nand .8 set of coefficients aI' a 2 , ••• , ~ such that 
f~r any E>O, Ilu - ~II < E. The question remains as to the nature of 
the functions ~. (j=l,2, ••• ). To answer this question, we wish to delve 
J 
a little deeper into t~e p"operties of the differential operators A and 
L introduced earlier in conjunction with vector functions. In the first 
place, we should point out that, whereas L is an actual differential 
operator, A is an operator only in a symbolic sense. If L is a self-
adjoint operator, then for any two functions in the field of definition 
of L f [ 
(Lu,v) =~D vLudD = D uLvdD = (u, Lv) (20) 
Integrating by parts, and considering the boundary conditions of the 
problem, we can write (see analogy with Eq. (17» 
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(21) 
where "J, and AS are "two-sided" symbolic operators symmetric in u and v. 
For convenience, we shall use the notation 
[u, vl A .£ v"J,udD + 1;, vASudS (22) 
The operators L and A are ~aid to be positive definite if the inequality 
[u, ulA > 0 is satisfied. 
In our particl,lar case, [u, u] A defines twice the potential energy 
associated with a given. closed domain D. Then, the quantity lui A 
defined by 
lui ~ ~ [u, u]A (23) 
is known as the energy norm of u. When it is clear that the norm 
involves the operator A, the subscript A can be ignored. The sequence 
of f"nctions ul' uz' ••• , ~, '" converges in energy to u if 
lim I~ - ul ; O. 
N--
If ~ represents the partial sum (19), then if for 
any E>O it is possible to find an integer N and a set of coefficients 
a l' a Z' ••• , "N such that I u - ~ I < E, the set of functions 4>1' $Z' 
.•• , 4>N' ••• is said to be complete in energy. 
To generalize ~hese ideas, let L be a positive definite operator 
defined on some Hilbert space H with the scalar product (u, v) and the 
norm defined by Eq. (18). But the scalar product (22) also defines a 
Hilbert space. The Hilbert space defined by the scalar product (2Z) is 
called complete if any sequence ~j of its elements satisfying the condi-
tion lim I~k - <l>n l ~ 0 has a limit (e.g. ~ is the limit of the sequence 
k, n-+oo 
4>. if lim 14> - ~ I = 0); otherwise it is called in.complete. In general, 
J 11 
u-it is 1ncomplete and must be made complete by adding certain new elements 
to it where the added elements are called limiting elements and the 
limiting element ~ is defined by the sequence ~j. The scalar product of 
the limiting elements ~ and ~ is defined by 
[4>, ~J ; lim [$ , ~ ] 
n n 
n--
and the norm of the limiti.ng element 4> by 
14>1 ,. lim l4>n l 
n--
11 
(Z4) 
(Z5) 
The new Hilbert space thus constructed is called the energy space and is 
denoted by HA• Note that Eqs. (24) and (25) extead the definition of 
scalar product and energy norm to include functions which are not in the 
field of definition of the operator L. Moreover, because L is positive 
definite, all elements in the space HA also belong to the initial Hil-
bert space H and convergence of a sequence in energy implies that it 
also converges in the mean. Hence, the functions ~j in the partial sum 
(19) belong to the space HA• The question is as to what distinguishes 
the functions belonging to HA from those in the field of definition of 
L. It is clear that the integration by parts leading to Eq. (21) lowers 
the order of the operator invol~ed by a factor of two. Hence, if L is 
of order 2p, then Au is of order F, so that the requirements on the 
differentiability of the functions $j are lowered accordingly. More 
importantly, however, the energy integrals, Eq. (22), r;."ke automaticn.ily 
into account the natural boundary conditions, so that 
need satisfy only the geometric boundary conditions. 
the functions ~. ] 
Such functions are 
sometimes referred to as energy functions. In more familiar terminology, 
we shall refer to functions belonging to HA as admis~ible functions and 
those in the field of definition of L as comparison fULlctic .1S (Ref. 7). 
The above concepts can be extended to a vector function u, by sim-
ply defining the norm as \Iul1 2 = (u, u) = JD uTudD as well as the 2 - f r - r 
energy norm I u I = [u, u 1 = D ~ Au~dD + is ~ AS~dS where once again 
the integrals represent symbolic operations. 
In view of the above, we shall represent the elastic motions in the 
domains DC' DA, and DB by the series 
NC 
= L¢c·nc· ~C j=l-] ] 
(26) 
where <l>C' <I> A' and <l>B are 3xNC' 3XNA, and 3XNB matrices of space·-depen-
dent admissible functions and ~C' ~A' and ~B are vectors of time~depen­
dent generalized coordinates. This permits us to introduce the n-dimen-
. T T T T 
sional conf~guration vector q = [8Cl 8C28 Al 8 A28B181!2~C~~Bl , where 
n = 4+NC+NA+NB, which consists of generali::ed displacements measured from 
12 
equilibrium. Then, the system kinetic ertergy can be written as 
1 'T' T' 1 T T' T 
T - 2 ~ M~ + ~ p~ +2 ~ ~~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ + constants (27) 
in which H and ~ are symmetric matrices. Recognizing that Eq. (27) 
represents a Taylor series expansion of the kinetic energy T about an 
equilibrium state, we conclude that the last three terms in Eq. (27) 
actually define the equilibrium state, with the inference that R is a 
constant vector and S is the n-dimensional zero vector. In addition, 
the constants in Eq. (27) can be ig~lOred because they do not enter into 
tbe equations of motion. Hence, the last three terms in Eq. (27) can 
simply be omitted. 
In terms of the system configurati,on vector ~, the system potential 
energy takes the qUGd~atic form 
where 
1 T V = - q ILq 2 _ -v-
~ = block-diag 
(28) 
(29) 
is a symmetric ma~rix. Hence, the discretized equations of motion can 
be written in the matrix form 
M~ + (pT ._ F) ~ + (~ _ ~) ~ = ~ (30) 
T 
where M and ~-~ are positive definite symmetric matrices and F -F is 
a skew symmetric matrix. EGuation (30) represents a typical gyroscopic 
system. The natural frequencies and natural modes of the complete 
structure and the closed-form solution of Eq. (30) can be obtained 1,y 
methods such as those developed in Refs. 8 and 9. The interest here is 
not so much in the response as in the dynamic characteristics of the 
system, and in particular, the truncation effect on the predicted char-
acteristics. 
6. Inclusion Principle and Truncation Considerations 
Following the procedure of Ref. 8, we introduce the 2n-dimensional 
'T T T 
state vector x(t) = [':! (t) ':! (t)] , as well as the 2n x 2n matrices 
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(31) 
where 0 is the null matrix of order n and write the eigenvalue problem 
associated with the system (30) in the real symmetric form 
2 2 
w Iy = Ky , w b a Kz r = I, 2, ••• , n (32) 
r _r -r r -r -r 
where ware the natural frequencies of oscillation of the system and 
r 
y and z are the real eigenvectors, 
-r _r 
imaginary parts of x. Moreover, K = 
_r 
Assuming that I is positive definite, 
corresponding to the real and 
T -1 GIG is a real symmetric matrix. 
it foll~~~ that K is positive 
definite, so that the eigenvalues are not only real but positive. In 
2 
addition, the eigenvalues wr (r=l" 2, ••• , n) have multiplicity two and 
because I and K are positive definite all the eigenvectors are indepen-
dent and can be rendered mutually orthogonal with respect to the matrix 
1. 
Next, let us use the Cholesky decomposition and write r in the form 
I=LLT, where L is a lower triangular matrix. Introducing the notation 
y' = LTy , z' = LTz (r=l 2 ... , n), the eigenvalue problem (32) 
_r -r -r -r' " 
reduces to the standard form 
w
2y' = K'y', w2z' = K'z' r = 1, 2, ... , n (33) 
r-r -r r-r .... r 
where K'=L-~-T is a real symmetric positive definite matrix, in which 
L-T=(L-I)T. 
Denoting by ! an arbitrary 2n-vector, Rayleigh's quotient associated 
with the eigenvalue problem (33) can be written in the form (Ref. 10) 
T T R(!) = ! K'!/! ! (34) 
Because K' is real and symmetric, it is well known that Rayleigh's 
quotient has a stationary value in the neighborhood of an eigenvalue, so 
that a stationarity principle exists also for gyroscopic systems. 
Now, we are in the pOSition to discuss the truncation problem. The 
2n x 2n matrix K' was obtained as a result of representing the structure 
by an n-degree-of-freedom system. This representation is tantamount to 
the imposition of a given ntlmhpT of ~onstraints on the original structure. 
For example, the constraints imposed on the system by the first of Eqs. 
(26) are ~C N +1 = 
, C 
::; .... =- O. 
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Truncating the series for ~C by 
asslllliDg that nc N • 0, we obtain a I118trix K" obtained from K' by 
, C 
deleting two rows and the corresponding two columns. If the eigenvalues 
2 2 2 2 2 
W of K' are such that WI < w2 < ••• < wand the eigenvalues a of K" r 2 2 - '2 -n r 
are such that 131 ~ 132 ~ ••• ~ an_I' then by t.he inclusion .!'E' "i,p,le 
(Ref. 3), we have 
2222 222 WI ~ 131 ~ w2 ~ 132 ~ ••• ~ wn_l ~ an- l ~ wn (35) 
Note that the fact that the eigenvalues of K' and K" have multiplicity 
two is automatically taken into account in inequalities (35). On the 
other hand, .by relaxing one constraint, i.e. by adding one term to the 
series for uC' we obtain a (2n+2)x(2n+2) matrix K'" which is obtained by 
- 2 
adding two rows and columns to K'. The eigenvalues (lr of K'" are such 
that 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 (11 < WI < (12 < w2 < ••• < (I < W < (I 1 - - - - -n-n-n+ (36) 
The above developments permit us to conclude that the system 
natural frequencies tend to decrease monotonically with each additional 
degree of freedom. At the same time there is a new frequency added 
which is higher than any of the previous ones. Inequalities (35) and 
(36) have been derived by substracting and adding one term to the series 
for ~C' i.e. the first of Eqs. (26). It is obvious that similar in-
equalities will be obtained by subtracting and adding one term to the 
series for ~A or to the series for~. Hence, it is possible to assess 
the effects on the system natural frequencies of truncating each sub-
structure indiVidually. 
It should be point~~ out that the existence of an inclusion prin-
ciple for gyroscopic systems is predicated on the existence of a sta-
tionarity principle for such systems. 
7. Selection of Admissible ~unctions 
The question remains as to how to select the admissible functions. 
The first thing that comes to mind is to select them as the eigenfunc-
tions of the various substructures. This ap?roach has two drawbacks: 
1) the solution of the substructure eigenvalue problem may not be so 
easy to obtain and 2) an eigenvalue problem for the substructure may 
not be readily definabl .. because of vari.ous rotational coordinates 
coupling the problem to that for a different substructure. Whereas 
substructure eigenfunctions (if they can be defined) would make a suit-
able set of admissible functions, fortunately, there are many other sets 
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of functions that can yield equally good results, provided the functions 
satisfy certain criteria, as discussed below. 
The representation of substructure elastic motion in terms of 
admissible functions is a process closely related to the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method. Hence, it is natural to expect that the criteria for the 
selection of admissible functione for the Rayleigh-Ritz problem associated 
with a particular single structure should be equally valid here, where 
the structure is now a substructure of a larger assembled structure. 
Sufficient criteria for each closed domain D are (see Ref. 11): 
1. Any finite number of admissible functions must be linearly 
independen t. 
2. The set of admissible functions must be complete in the 
energy space HA of the domain D. 
~. The set of admissible functions should be strongly minimal 
in the energy space HA of the domain D. 
The second of these criteria requires that we be able to identify 
a set of admissible functions that is complete in the energy space HA• 
To this end, the following statement is useful: If A and B are positive 
definite operators and the spaces HA and "s contain the same elements, 
then any set that is complete in HB is complete in HA• Therefore, by 
letting B have a simple form for which a complete set is easily found, 
we can use that set of admissible functions for the operator A. This 
justifies the earlier statement that it is not necessary to use substruc-
ture eigenfunctions. Indeed, for an involved operator A it should be 
possible to find a very simple operator B such that HA and "s contain 
the same elements and a complete set of admissible functions for HA is 
found readily without any of the complexities inherent in working with 
the opera tor A. 
The third of the above criteria requires explanation. To this end, 
we consider an infinite system of admissible functions ~l' ~2' 
in some space H. Then, the system ~l' ~2' is said to be strongly 
minimal in H if the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix 
i j = n 
Rn = [(~i' ~j)Hlli:j = 1 (37) 
is bounded below by a positive number that is independent of n. An 
orthonormal system is strongly minimal by definition because the 
eigenvalues of R are equal to one for all n. Moreover, if operators 
n 
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A and B are self-adjoint and positive definite in some Hilbert space R 
and every member of HA belongs to HB, then any set of admissible func-
tions in HA which is strongly minimal in "a is also strongly minimal in 
HA• Hence, a system that is orthonormal in "a is strongly minimal in 
HA• 
8. Discrete Substructures 
In the preceding discussion. there was an implicit assumption that 
the substructures were continuous. The same approach. however. is valid 
for discrete substructures. as the dynamic characteristics are similar 
and do not depend on the mathematical model. Clearly. for discrete 
substructures no discretization is necessary but more often than not 
truncation is. For example. some discrete substructures can be repre-
sell. ted by mathematical models possessing hundreds or eve .. thousands of 
degrees of freedom. Yet it is not feasible to work with systems with 
such a large number of degrees of freedom and truncation is an absolute 
necessity. This can be done by representing the motion of the substruc-
ture by an adequate number of "modes". Typically. one would derive the 
eigenvalue problem for the substructure and attempt a solution. at least 
for a limited number of lower modes. and use these to represent the 
substructure. Of course. the question remains as to the "boundary 
conditions" to be imposed on the substructure. In the case of the 
central substructlJre one can regard it as entirely unrestrained. On the 
other hand. the choice of coordinates dictates that the substructure A 
be regarded as cantilevered at the origin A of axes xAYAzA' 
If the substructure possesses a very large number of degrees of 
freedom, then the solution of the eigenvalue problem can become not only 
time consuming. but the results inaccurate. Then. the question arises 
whether it is possible to avoid a solution of the eigenvalue problem 
altogether. In this regard, the authors of this report are trying to 
develop die concept of "admissible vectors", which are large-dimensional 
vectors analogous to the admissible functions discussed earlier. Ques-
tions of definitions and convergence still remain. but the concept is 
sufficiently promising to warrant .. sustained research effort. 
9. Illustrntivc Example 
Let us consider a specific structure consisting of a central sub-
structure with a four-bladed rotor attached to it via a flexible 
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shaft. We shall take the central substructure in the fo~ of a beaa and 
assu.e that the rotor and shaft rotate uniformly relative to the be .. 
about an axis perpendicular to it (see Fig. 2). The cantral beaa, the 
rotor blades, and the shaft are assumed to be one-dimensional members. 
The shaft can be considered as substructure A and the entire rotor as 
subSlTucture B so that the shaft and rotor can be considered as a type 
AB chain of substructures. Moreover, assuming that the rotor ha" more 
than two blades and that the rotor blades are identical, so that the 
rotor is symmetric when undeformed, the resulting equations of motion 
for the entire structure can be reduced to a set of constant-coefficient 
equations representing a gyroscopic system. 
The actual derivation of the system kinetic energy is extremely 
involved and will not be presented here. Instead, we shall merely 
discuss the qu,>[.tities describing the specific substructures "'hich are 
needed in the kinematical considerations. A method for obtaining an 
explicit expression for the kinetic energy of the entire structure is 
discusBed in the following sections. 
First, to describe the motion of the central beam, let us consider 
the set of axes xCYCzC with the origin C at the mass center of the un-
deformed beam and with the Xc axis, along the length of the beam. We 
shall take axes YC and Zc to be pe~pendicular to the beam so as to form 
a triad in which the Zc axis is parallel to the shaft when the struc~ure 
is undeformed. The orientation of xCYCzC relative to the inertial axes 
XYZ is described by three rotations: SCI about xC' SC2 about YC' and 
SC3 about zc' in that order, so that the matrix TcO of direction cosines 
between these axes can be written 
I 
TcO = - cSC2sSC3 ~sSClsSC2sSC3 + cSClcSC3 ~SClsSC2sSC3 + sSClcSC3 
(38) 
where cSCl and seCI denote cos SCl and sin eel' respectively, etc. 
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Moreover, the radius vector from 0 to C, '!oo' in teras of components 
alona axes XYZ is 
w -
,00 (39) 
and the angular velocity of axes xCyCzC in terms of components along 
these axes can be ~hown to be [,,,00,, s9C3 
:] l~'i • (40) ~C m -c9C2s9C3 c9C3 eC2 = El 9 C.C sBC2 0 ISC3 ' 
The position vector of any mass point in the one-dimensional beam is 
simply 
{ 0 O}T ~C - Xc (41) 
whHre Xc is the position of the point relative to C along the Xc axis 
aud the elastic displacement of that point measured relative to xCyCzC 
is 
(42) 
Using Eqs. (38)-(42), we can obtain an explicit form of Eq. (1) for the 
absolute velocity of a mass point in the central beam. Such an explicit 
expression is not presented here for brevity. 
Next, let us consider the shaft, which is a type A substructure. 
We shall take the shaft to be connected to the central beam at point A 
a distance rCA from C along the Xc axis when the central beam is unde-
formed, positive in the -xC direction, and consider the axes xCAYCAzCA 
with origin at A and axis zCA along the length of the shaft when it is 
undeformed. Assuming that axes xCAYCA.CA are parallel to axes xCYCzC 
when the central beam is undeformed, tlle matrix of direction cosines LGA 
between these axes due to geometry alone is the identity matrix. Hence, 
substitutingEq. (42) into Eq. (4) and evaluating the result at Xc -
- rCA, we can write the matrix of direction cosines LEA LGA between 
xCAYCAzCA and xCYCzC after deformation of the central beam as 
axes 
~ , 1 . vc' (-rCA' t) wc' (-orlCA'tJ LEA LGA = -vC (-rCA' t) 1 (43) -wc ' (-rCA' t) 0 
where primes denote differentiations with respect to xC' Similarly, we 
can write the angular velocity vector ~CA of axes xCAYCAzCA relative 
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to xCYCzC due 
~CA • {O (44) 
Assuming that in equilibrium the shaft axes xAyAzA rotate relative to 
xCAYCAzCA with the uniform angular velocity wA about the zCA axis, and 
that there is no oscillation of xAyAzA relative to xCAYCAzCA' the 
angular velocity of xAyAzA relative to xCAYCAzCA is 
~A - wALALEALGATCO~3 (45) 
where ~3 -
xAyAzA and 
{O 0 l} and the matrix of direction cosines LA between 
xCAYCAZCA is simply 
[
COS wAt sin wAt o~] 
LA = -sin wAt cos wAt 
o 0 
(46) 
In addition, the position vector of any mass point in the one-dimensional 
shaft can be 
= (o (47) 
and the elastic displacement of that point measured relative to axes 
xAYAzA has the form 
~A = ~A(zA,t) = {uA(zA,t) vA(zA,t) O}T (48) 
Using Eqs. (38)-(48), we can obtain an explicit form of Eq. (7) for the 
absolute velocity of a mass point in the shaft. Again, such an expres-
sion is omitted here for brevity. 
Finally, let Us consider the entire rotor, whose geometric center 
is'connected to the shaft at point B, a distance r AB = Ls from A along 
the zA axis when the shaft is undeformed. Considering a set of axes 
xABYABzAB with origin at B and parallel to axes xAyAzA when the shaft is 
undeformed, the matrix of direction cosines LGB between axes xAyAzA and 
xABYABzAB due to geometry is the identity matrix. Substituting Eq. (48) 
into Eq. (9), differentiating the result with respect to time, and 
evaluating the result at zA = Ls yields the angular velocity vector 
~AB of axes xAByABzAB relative to axes xAyAzA due to the bending defor-
mation. If, in addition, we allow the one-dimensional shaft to have 
torsiot. 1 deformation, then the angular velocity vector ~AB has the 
explicit form 
• 'I' HL ,t)}"" 
s 
where primes here denote differentiation with respect to zA and 
~(Ls,t) is the shaft torsional displacement at point B. Assuming 
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(49) 
that each rotor blade is cantilevered to the shaft at point B, i.e., 
that axes xByBzB do not rotate relative to axes xABYABzAB , the angular 
velocity of xByBzB relative to xABYABzAB is zero and the matrix of 
direction cosines LB between these two sets of axes is the identity 
matrix. Hence, the matrix of direction cosines TBA between axes xByBzB 
and xAyAzA can be shown to be 
1 oHLs' t) -uA'(Ls,t) 
TBA = LEB = -HL ,t) 1 -vA' (Ls,t) (50) s 
uA'(Ls,t) vA' (Ls,t) 1 
To describe t'ne position of a mass point in the rotor, we shall 
take one undeformed rotor blade to lie along the 'l3 axis, another to lie 
along the YB axis, the third to lie along the -xB axis, and the fourth 
to lie along the -YB axis. Hence, we consider four one-dimensional 
members which are symmetric about the poin~. B and have the domains of 
extension 02. Xs .s. LB, YB = 0; O.s. YB ...:. LB, xB = 0; -LB 2. xB < 0, YB = 
0; -LB ...:. YB ...:. 0, xB = o. We can write the position of ~ mass point in 
the domains of extension 0 ...:. xB ~ LB, Ys = 0 snd -LB ...:. xB _~ 0, YB = 0 
as 
o (51) 
and the position of a mass point in the domains of extension 0 < xB ~ 
LB, YB = a and 
r = (a 
_B 
-L < x < 0, B - R-
O}T 
Y = a as B 
(52) 
The elastic deformations of a mass point in each domain of extension 
measured relative to axes xByBzB 
vBl(xB,t) 
~B2 = ~B2(YB-t) = {-vB2 (yB,t) a 
~B3 = :B3 (xB' t) = {O -vB3 (xB' t) 
~B4 = ~B4 (YB, t) = {vB4 (yB,t) a 
can be written as 
T 
wBl(xB,t)} , 0...:. xB ~ LB, YB = a 
T 
wB2 (yB,t)} , O<y <L, x = a - B - B B 
T 
-LB ~ xB ~ 0, Y = 0 wB3 (xB,t)} , B 
T 
wB4 (yB,t)} , -LB ~ YB ...:. 0, x = a B 
(53) 
where vBi(~,t) 0 ~ , ~ LB; i = I, 2, 3, 4 are the elastic displacements 
of each member in the xByBzB plane and wBi(~,t) 0 ~ ~ ~ LB; i = I, 2, 3, 
4 are the elastic displacements of each member perpendicular to the 
xByBzB plane. Note that, represents a local spatial coordinate for 
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t 
1 
, > 
each domain of extension. Using Eqs. (38)-(53), we can write an ex-
plicit form of Eq. (10) for the absolute velocity of any mass point in 
the rotor, As before, the resulting lengthy expression is omitted for 
brevity. 
Turning our attention to the system potential energy, we nate that 
for the particular example under consideration axes xSYSzS and xAyAzA 
do not oscillate relative to axes xABYASzAB and xCAYCAzCA' respectively, 
so that the lunction U in Eq. (14) does not appear in the potential 
energy. More(.\'er, assuming that the uniform angular velocity wA is 
large compared to all other angular velocity components, we can write 
Eq. (14) in the explicit form 
2 2 
1 f (~ ~c(Xc,t»)T(a ~c(Xe't») 
V = 2' L EIC 2 2 dxC 
C axc aXe 
L 
1 4 f S 
+- E 
2 i=l a 
(54) 
where EIC' EIA, and EIB are bending stiffnesses of the central beam, the 
shaft, and each rotor blade, respectively, GJA is the torsional s~iffness 
of the shaft, and PB is the mass per unit length of each rotor blade. 
It remains to specify the geometric boundary conditions fo'r each substruc-
ture. To this 'and, we note that the mass center of the undeformed 
central beam always coincides with the arigin of axes x(Yczc so that 
uC(O,t) = O. In addition, we shall consider the shaft to be cantilevered 
- - aUA(ZA,t) to the central beam so that uA(O, c) = , I -0 = 0 and 4><0, t) = O. 
_ QZA ZA- _ 
Finally, since each rotor blade is cantilevered to the shaft, we have 
u .(0 t) = aI!Bi(~,t)1 = O. 
_Bl. ' a, ,=0_ 
Equations (42), (48), and (53) give the elastic displacement of a 
mass Foint in each continuous substructure in terms of continuous 
functions of the spaCial position and time. As indicated in Sec. 5, 
it is necessary to eliminate the spatial dependence. To this end, 
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let us introduce the specific discretization scheme for the example 
structure 
tBl ~~) 0 0 0 ~Bl = oI>ln~B = $B2(~) 0 0 [OJ [OJ 
0 $Bl(~) $B2 (~) 
[ [OJ 
-$Bl(~) -$B2(~) 0 0 
~B2 = oI>Bt~B ~ 0 0 0 0 [OJ 
0 0 $Bl(~) $B2(~) 
~B3 = oI>B3~B = [ [OJ [OJ o 0 0 0 -$Bl(~) -$B2(~) 0 0 
o 0 $Bl(~) ~B2(~) 
~B4 = oI>B4~B = [ [OJ [OJ [OJ $Bl(~) $B2(~) o 0 
o 0 
{55a) 
where [01 denotes the 3x4 null matrix. Note that we have taken nC = 4, 
nA = 4, and nB = 16 in Eqs. (54). In ~_dition, to discretize the tor-
sional displacement ~(zA,t), we write 
HzA, t) = Gl(~A)n$l(t) + G2 (zA)n$2(t) 
(56) 
so that the entire structure is represented by 6 + 4 + 4 + 2 + 16 = 32 
degrees of freedom. Of course the space dependent functions appearing 
in Eqs. (55) must satisfy the geometric boundary conditions mentioned 
previously. 
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10. General Concepts for Symbolio Manipulation 
The major obstacle encountered in the derivation of explicit equa-
tions of motion is the explicit evaluation of the system kinet~c energy. 
Indeed, introducing Eqs. (1), (7), and (lD) into Eq. (11), we obtain 
_ 1 • T' l·T· 1 f 'T' • T T: 
T - '2 mC~OC ~OC + '2 ~CJC~C + '2 J mC ~C~:dmC + ~OCTCO~C 
where 
me 
~c 
• T T-:::- - T l' T' 1 T 
- ~OCTCO:C~C - ~C ~C +'2 mA~CA~CA + '2 ~AJA~A 
1 f 'T' • T T' • T T- -T 
+- Jm u.u dm + w T u - w T i 0 - H'O 2 . rnA .. ".A A _CA AC_A _CA AC A_A _A_A 
1 • T' 1 T I/. 'T' • T T' 
+"2 mB~AB~AB +'2 ~BJB~B +'2 ~ ~B~Bd~ + ~ABTBA~B 
TT T-:::- 0 HTO (57) 
- ~AB BArB_B - ~~_B 
=/ drnc 
mc 
=1 ~r.dmc 
mc 
(58) 
and similar definitions hold for rnA' ~, fA' rB, ~A' ~B' J A, J B, HA, 
and HB. Upon contemplating the form of Eq. (57), one concludes that 
evaluating the system kinetic energy explicitly involves the calculation 
of .lengthy ms:trix products. Horeover, these matrix products involve 
quantities of different degrees. Generally, higher degrees imply less 
significance and, in fact, m9ny higher-degree terms can be ignored. 
Specifically, for the linearized proble,n discussed herein, terms that 
are higher than second degree in the generalized coordinates and general-
ized velocities are ignoreu. The complexity associated with the algebraic 
multiplication" of many matrices and the high probability of human error 
in performing many such multiplications by hand makes it highly desir-
able to computerize these algebraic operations. A procedure whereby the 
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required algebraic operations can be implemented on a computer is 
outlined in this section. 
Let us first point out that obtaining Eqs. (30) in explicit form is 
tantamount to determining th~ coefficient matrices M, FT_F, and Kv-Kr 
which in turn are determined by specific knowledge of the matrices M, F, 
~. and Kv' The matrices M, F, and Kr can be obtained for a given 
structure by evaluating Eq. (57) explicitly in terms of the discretized 
coordinates, expanding the result in a Taylor series about the equil-
ibrium configuration, applyl.ng a coordinate transformation to eliminate 
explicit time dependence, and then simply identifying the matrix ele-
ments as the coefficients of the various products of generalized co-
ordinates and generalized velocities. Of course, the matrix Kv is 
specified for a given structure because it is assembled from the sub-
structure stiffnesses. 
The 'df.as used in implementing the required algebraic manipulation 
on a computer are best introduced via an explicit example. Let us con-
sider the product 
• T T • • 
0.5 mA~OCTCO [TCO~OC - (rCA + ijCA)~C + ~CAl (59) 
1 • T-
which appears in the expansion of 2 mA~CA~CA' where the latter was en-
countered in Eq. (57). The explicit calculation of this product is done 
in two steps. First, the resulting matrix expression is obtained by 
considering the vectors ~oc' :C and ~CA and the matrices TcO ' rCA and 
ilCA symbolically, and then, knowing the elements of each ma.trix or 
vector explicitly for a specific structure, the matrix expression 
previously obtained is evaluated in terms of the explicit matrix ele-
ments. By separating the calculation into two steps, it is possible to 
ignore certain matrix products based on the minimum degree associated 
with each matrix in the product without having to evaluate the matrix 
product itself explicitly. In addition, sometimes the result of 
evaluating a matrix product is known apriori. In !:h:!.t. case, each 
occurrence of the matrix product in a matrix expcessicn can be recog-
nized immediately and the suitable substitution made. Hence, simpli-
fication of the matrix expression is possible before it is evaluated 
explicitly, ultimately reducing the computation time required to obtain 
the explicit result. 
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For the moment, let us consider only those developments necessary 
for obtaining the matrix result. To calculate this product on the 
computer, we shall associate numbers with the different groups of 
characters that represent quantities to be manipulated algebraically, 
Le., mA, ~OC' ~C' ~CA' TCO ' rCA' and fiCA· These groups of characters 
constitute what will be referred to as symbols. Note that some symbols 
such as mA are scalar symbols and others such as ~OC' TCO' etc., are 
matrix symbols. The association of numbers with symbols allows us to 
substitute manipulation of numbers . .)r manipulation of symbols and is 
accomplished by the formation of a scalar symbol table and a matrix 
symbol table, Tables I and II. The scalar symbol table contains two 
entries per line. These entries give the character representation of a 
matrix symbol, the weight assigned to the matrix symbol, the dimensio~3 
Nand M of the NXM matrix symbol, and a pointer which locates the alge-
braic representations of the individual matrix elements. This fifth 
column of the matrix symbol table containing the pointers will be dis-
cussed later. The weight of a scalar (matrix) symbol is determined by 
the analyst according to his knowledge of the scalar (matrix) symbol's 
magnitude or his desire. to retain the symbol in the equations of motion. 
A high numerical value of the weight implies a less significant symbol. 
Note that here we assigned to the scalar mA a weight of zero, to the 3x1 
matrices ~OC' ~C' and ~CA a weight of unity, and to the 3x3 matrices 
TCO' rCA' and uCA weights of zero, zero, and uni.ty, respectively. The 
number associated with a particular scalar or matrix symbol is the line 
number in the scalar or matrix symbol table. In this case, one is 
associated with mA, 51 with ~OC' 52 with ~C' etc. Note that the first 
line in the matrix symbol table is numbered consecutively after the last 
line in the scalar symbol table. 
Examining Eq. (59), we see that 
products of symbols, for example 0.5 
it is necessary to form algebraic 
. T T mA~OCTCO. To this end, we define 
terms. A term consists of a signed numerical coefficient, a pattern 
c.onsisting of the numbers associated with each symbol in the product, 
and a weight representing the sum of the weights of each individual 
symbol appearing in the term. Note that the order of occurrence in a 
pattern of scalar ~ymbols is arbitrary while the order of occurrence of 
matrix symbols must be preserved. Moreover, it is necessary to dis-
tinguish the tranpose of a matrix symbol from the matrix symbol itself. 
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This is accomplished by inserting in the pattern at the appropriate 
place the negative of the number associated with the particular matrix 
symbol. In view of the number-symbol associations and the weights 
• T T 
of Tables I and II, we represent 0.5 mA~ocTCO as a term having a coef-
ficient of 0.5, a pattern ~f 1, -51, -54 and a weight of 1. All terms, 
i.e. all coefficients, weights and patterns are stored in numbered 
storage stacks. The coefficient and weight of any term are always 
single numbers and are stored side-by-side in the coefficients and 
w~ights free storage stack, exhibited in the form of Table III. On the 
other hand, the pattern of a term may differ from the pattern of other 
terms and must be able to represent the product of any number of sym-
boIs. Bee,ause of the different lengths of different patterns, all 
patterns are 
as Table IV. 
stored in the separate patterns free storage stack, labeled 
• T T 
Note that the coefficient and weight of 0.5 mA~OCTCO are 
stored in line 3 of Table III and the ¥attern is stored in lines 5, 6 
and 7 of Table IV. 
It is also necessary to form algebraic sums of terms, such as 
Tco~oC-rCA~C-uCA~C+~CA' which we shall call series. We consider first 
only matrix series. Each matri~ series is given a distinct series ~. 
As examples, we shall call the matrix series consisting of the single 
• T T • 
term 0.5 mA~oCTcO by the name X, the matrix series TCO~OC-rCA~C-uCA:C+~CA 
by the name Y, and the matrix series resulting from the product of X and 
Y by the name Z. A matrix series is described by a sequence of terms 
with coefficients and weights stored sequentially in the coefficients 
and weights free storage stack and with patterns stored sequentially in 
the patterns free storage stack. The summation of terms in the sequence 
is understood. Hence, the matrix series Y is described by the coefficients 
and weights stored in lines 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Table III and the patterns 
stored in lines 11-12, 14-15, 1,-18 and 20 of Table IV. To distinguish 
sequences of terms forming matrix series, each matrix series is assigned 
a line in the matrix series definition table, Table V. Each line of 
this table contains seven entries giving: (1) the matrix series name, 
(2) the 1::n" number of the coefficient and weight in the coefficients 
and weights t.~ee storAge stack of the first term in the matrix series, 
(3) the number of terms in the matrix serie,;, (4) the line number of the 
beginning of the pattern in the patterns hee storage stack of the first 
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term in the matrix series, (5) and (6) the dimensions Nand M of the NxM 
matrix series, and (7) a pointer which locates the algebraic representa-
tions of the individual matrix elements which would result if the matrix 
series were to be expanded explicitly. The seventh column in the 
matrix series definition table containing the pointers will be discussed 
later. Assigning line 3 in the matrix series definition table to the 
matrix series Y, the third line of Table V contains the entries 5 and 11 
giving the storage locations of the matrix series, the entry 4 indicating 
that there are four terms in the series, and the entries 3 and 1 indicat-
ing that evaluation of the matrix series results in a three by one 
matrix. 
Let us now consider the multiplication of two matrix series, 
namely, the multiplication of Y by X, which can be performed term by 
term. The product of two terms yields a new term. If the total weight 
of the new term, given by adding up the weights of the two terms in the 
product, is greater than a specified value, for example 2, then the new 
term is deleted. Otherwise, the coefficient of the new term is the 
product of coefficients and the pattern of the new term is the conca-
tenation of the patterns of the two terms in the product, where the 
concatenation preserves the order of occurrence of matrix symbols. 
Multiplying the four terms in Y by Lhp. single term in X, the first two 
resulting new terms each has a total weight of 2, the third new term has 
a total weight of 3 and is deleted, and the fourth new term has a total 
weight of 2. The first new term has a coefficient of 0.5 and a pattern 
of I, -51, -54, 54, 51. The second new term has a coefficient of -0.5 
and a pattern of I, -51, -54, 55, 52. The third new term is deleted and 
the fourth new term has a coefficient of 0.5 and a pattern of I, -51, -
54, 53. Assigning line 6 of Table V to the matrix series Z, the result-
ing three terms retained in the product of Y by X are stored according 
to the information in line 6 of Table V. 
Turning our attention to the additional developments necessary for 
evaluating the matrix series obtained above explicitly (in terms of the 
algebraic representatiqns of the individual matrix elements) and for 
storing the result, let us consider only the last term in the matrix 
series Z, namely 
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0.5 mA~OCTCO~CA (60) 
and discuss a matrix series Zl formed from this single term and stored 
accorJing to the information in line 7 of Table V. To evaluate Zl, Eq. 
. . (60), explicitly, the 3xl matrices ~OC and ~CA and the 3x3 matrix TCO 
must be known explicitly. To this end, we shall use 
~OC = tt~~;l ' ~CA = rCA1?Cl~$CA2?C21 , TCO = r~ ~ ~] (61) 
wOCz $CAlllC3+$CA2nCJ 0 0 1 
where the elements of these three matrix symbols represent scalar 
series and $CAl' $CA2' nCl ' nC2 ' nC3 ' nC4 ' wOCx ' WOCy and ~Ocz are 
scalar symbols with weights as defined in lines 2-10 of Table I. 
Scalar series are algebraic sums of terms with the pattern of each term 
containing only scalar symbols. Like matrix series, a scalar series is 
also described by a sequence of terms with coefficients and weights 
stored sequentially in the coefficients and weights free storage stack 
and with patterns stored sequentially in the patterns free storage 
stack. Again, the summation of terms in the sequence is understood. To 
distinguish sequences of terms forming scalar series, each scalar series 
is assigned a line in the scalar series definition table, Table VI. 
Each line of this table contains three entries giving the line number of 
the coefficient and weight in the coefficients and weights free storage 
stack of the first term in the scalar series, the number of terms in the 
series, and the line number of the beginning of the pattern in the 
patterns free storage stack of the first term in the scalar series. 
Note that no series name is associated with a scalar series. This is 
because scalar series are always algebraic representations of particular 
matrix elements and, as such, they are directly associated with either a 
matrix symbol or a matrix series which alrea~y has a series name. 
Considering the 3xl matrix symbol ~oc and its explicit definition given 
in Eq. (61), the scalar series representing the (1, 1), (2, 1) and (3, 
1) matrix elements are stored according to the information found in 
lines 1, 2 and 3 of the scalar series definition table. Moreover, the 
association between these three lines in Table VI and the matrix symbol 
':OC is accomplished by entering I, giving the location in Table VI of 
the (I, 1) matrix element, in column 5 of line 51 of the matri.., symbol 
table, Table II. 
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If the matrix symbol in question has more than one column, then the 
information defining the scalar series representations of the matrix 
elements is stored in column-order in Table VI, i.e., one column after 
another. For example, the scalar series representing the (I, I), (2, 
1), (3, 1), (I, 2), (2, 2), (3, 2), (I, 3), (2, 3) and (3, 3) matrix 
elements of the 3x3 matrix symbol TCO are stored according to the infor-
mation found in lines 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10. 11 and 12. respectively. of 
Table VI. Note the 4 appearing in column 5. line 54. of Table II which 
locates the (1. 1) matrix element of TCO. 
Now that the elements of the matrices ~OC. ~CA and TCO are scalar 
series defined explicitly and associated with the appropriate matrix 
symbols thrc·ugh column five of the matrix symbol table.. the explicit 
evaluation of the matrix series Zl can be performed according to the 
usual rules governing matrix multiplication. The evaluation requires 
simply the multiplication and addition of scalar series. The multipli-
cation of scalar series is exactly analogous to the multiplication of 
matrix series discussed earlier and is performed term by term. where 
again any new terms with a total weight greater than 2 are deleted. The 
result of the explicit Evaluation of Zl is a scalar series representing 
the (1. 1) element of the resulting lxl matrix. This scalar series is 
stored according to the information found in line 16 of the scalar 
series definition table and is associated with the matrix series 21 by 
entering 16 in column 7. line 7, of Table V. 
11. The Computer Program 
The ideas outlined in the preceeding section are appealing because 
of their simplicity and can be programmed easily in FORTRAN. Indeed. a 
f0RTRAN computer program implementing these ideas has been written. 
The program is organized into subroutines, with each subroutine per-
forming a different operation required in producing the matrices H, F 
and KT explicitly (such as multiplication of matrix series, multiplica~ 
tion and addition of scalar series, etc.). However, in order to produce 
these matrices explicitly for a given structure, it is necessary to for-
mulate an algorithm w~ich executes the appropriate subroutine at the 
appropriate time. It is expected that the algorithm will be slightly 
different for each specific structure. In order to facilitate the 
analyst's job in formulating and changing the algorithm for a structure, 
a simple interpreter has also been written (in FORTRAN). The interpreter 
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accepts as input any of a set of twelve simple instructions and, 
depending on the instruction, causes a particular subroutine or compli-
cated sequence of subroutines to be executed. Two of the twelve in-
structions are used to declare a group of characters to be either a 
scalar symbol with a weight or a matrix symbol with a weight and dimen-
sions. Four instructions are used to input and output either a matrix 
series or the scalar series which define a matrix symbol or matrix 
series explicitly. One instruction is used to set the maximum weight 
fo·r retaining terms. Another instruction is used to substitute a 
matrix series for every occurrence of a particular matrix symbol in 
another matrix series. Still another instruction is used to cause a 
matrix series to be evaluated in terms of the explicit matrix elements 
for each matrix symbol. Two instructions are used to define the vector 
of generalized coordinates and the vector of generalized velocities in 
terms of the individual scalar symbols representing each generalized 
coordinate and generalized velocity. And finally, one instruction is 
used to generate the coefficient matrices M, F and ~ from the scalar 
series representing the system kinetic energy in explicit form. 
12. Example Application 
Let us consider the specific structure discussed in Sec. 9 con-
s~sting of a central beam with a four-bladed rotor attached to it via a 
flexible shaft. The specific quantities needed in the kinematical 
rrocedure for this structure are presented in Sec. 9. In this section, 
however, for brevity of presentation, we shall represent each continuous 
coordinate by only one degree of freedom. This is tantamount to sub-
stituting $C2(xC)=$A2(zA)=$B2(c)=O in Eqs. (55) and 82 (zA)=O in Eq. 
(56). Hence, the entire structure is represented by 6+2+2+1+8=19 degrees 
of freedom and the 19-dimensional configuration vector is given by 
~ = {wOCx ' wOcy ' wOCz ' eCl' eC2 ' eC3 ' nCl ' nC3 ' nAl , nA3 , n$l' 
To derive explicit equations for small motions about equilibrium, the 
developruen_ts of Sc:c. 8 are. used to c.alc.ulate ~he mass ;Lnte.grals~ Eqs. 
(58). These integrals are presented for each substructure in Appendix 
A. Using the computer program and these mass integrals in conjunction 
with the kinematical relationships given in Sec. 8, the system kiud:ic 
energy, Eq. (57), has been evaluated explicitly and found to depend on 
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(62) 
time. In order to eliminate the explicit time dependence. we substitu'ce 
the coordinate transformations 
nAl = n:lcoswAt + n!3sinwAt 
(63a) 
nBl = n* - * + n~9coswAt + n~13sinwAr Bl nB5 
nB3 n* - * + n~llcoswAt + n~15sinwAt B3 nB7 
nB5 = * nBl + * nB5 nggsinwAt + n~13coswAt 
nB7 = nh + n~7 - n~nsinwAt + n~15coswAt (63b) 
nB9 * nBl n~5 n~9coswAt - n~13sinwAt 
nBn n* -B3 n* -B7 ngllcoswAt - nh5sinwAt 
nlS13 = ngl + n* + * ' n~13coswAt B5 nB9sJ.nwAt -
nU5 = ng3 + n~7 + * . t * t nBllsJ.nwA - nB15coswA 
into the iliUSS integrals of Appendix A. The resulting mass integrals are 
presented in Appendix B. Note that Eqs. (63b) represent a transfor-
mation to multiblade coordinates (see Ref. 5). The computer program is 
now used to evaluate the system kinetic energy explicitly in terms of 
the transformed coordinates and then to identify the coefficient matrices 
H, F and K.r. The constant matrices H, F and K.ralong with the constant 
matrix ~ obtained from Eq. (54) by considering Eqs. (55) and (56) in 
conjunction with Eqs. (63) are presented element by element in Appendix 
c. 
To obtain Eq. (30) from the matrices M, F, KT and ~ found in 
Appendix C, it remains to consider the elimination of ignorable coor-
dinates as discussed in Sec. 4. For the particular structure under con-
sideration, the vector ~OC and the rotational coordinate g
e3 are ignorable 
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coordinates. Regarding the conservation of the generalized momenta 
associated with these coordinates as constraints on the system, we can 
use these constraints to eliminate ~OC and eC3 from the formulation and, 
as a result, obtaln the equatons of motion for the system in the form of 
Eq. (30). The constraint equations in question are presented in Appen-
dix D. 
13. Concluding Remarks 
The purpose of this investigation is to develop a general approach 
to the dynamic synthesis of substructures consisting of an assemblage of 
point-connected flexible substructures. At least one of the substruc-
tures undergoes uniform rotation in the equilibrium state, so that the 
system is gyroscopic. The mathematical model is intended to permit the 
determination Qf the modal characteristics of helicopters. 
The approach is based on the substructure synthesis concept, where-
• by the elastic motion of a flexible substructure is represented by a 
suitable set of "modes". These modes need not represent natural modes 
of the substructures (corresponding to given boundary conditions) but 
can consist of a set of so-called admissible functions. A stationarity 
principle and an ensuing inclusion principle for gyroscopic systems 
permit the assessment of the effect of truncating the set of admissible 
functions on the system natural frequencies. Some rational criteria for 
the selection of the admissible functions are provided. 
The method is applied to a simplified model of a helicopter, con-
Sisting of a beam simulating the airframe, a transmission shaft, and 
four elastic blades simulating the rotor. Use of the method of multi-
blade coordinates permits the reduction of the system of equations with 
periodic coefficients to one with constant coefficients, where the 
latter is of gyroscopic type. 
The enormous amount of algebraic operations involved in the deriva-
tion of the coefficient matrices makes automation a virtual necessity. 
To this end, a program for symbolic manipulation on a dIgital I;omputer 
has been developed. The program has been used to derive the coefficient 
matrices for the specific example considered. 
This investigation represents a first step toward a rational ap-
proach to a problem of extreme complexity. Many aspects of the problem 
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still require answers. One of these problems is the concept of admis-
sible vectors. This would permit the representation of discrete substruc-
tures b)' a set of vectors which do not necessarily represent natural 
modes of the substructure. Another problem requiring attention is that 
of multipoint connections for fleXible gyroscopic systems. Although 
this problem may not appear to be so critical in a helicopter, the 
capabili~y of simulating fixed wings should be beneficial. 
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Symbol h Weigl t 
1 rnA 0 
2 
$CAl 0 
3 ¢CA2 0 
51 
· I, nC1 1 
52 
• 5 nC2 1 
I · ~C3 1 6 
53 
, 54 
, 
· I nC4 :1 i 
i • 
'W 1 ! OCx 
7 
8 
55 
56 
. 
9 'W i OCy 1 
10 ! ':'OCz 1 57 
I 
11 I -- --
I -- --
1 
12 100 
k 
cable I - Scalar Sywhol Table 
o_,rCI!.'i.\L PAGE 18 
Ol!' POOR QUALI'PY 
S bl \,ih ;ymlo eLgi t N . M 
. 
'!OC 1 3 1 
I.lC 1 3 1 
;;CA 1 3 1 
TCO 0 3 3 
-
rCA 0 3 3 
-
-uCA 1 3 3 
-- -- -- --
<~ 
-- -- -- --
Table II - Natrix Symbol Table 
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ISSD T 
1 
--
13 
4 
--
--
.-
--
, 
--
Coefficient Weight 
of term of term 
0.0 0 1 U 1.0 0 
-- --
2 19 
-- --
-. 
0.5 1 3 20 1.0 1 
-- --
4 21 1.0 1 
1.0 1 5 22 1.0 1 
-1.0 1 6 23 1.0 1 
-
7 24 -1.0 2 -- --
1.0 1 . 
-- --
8 2~ 
-- --9 26 0.5 2 
0.5 2 10 27 0,.5 2 
0.5 2 J.l 28 0.5 2 
-0.5 2 12 29 0.5 2 
0.5 2 13 30 -- --
-- --
14 31 
-- --
1.0 ). 15 32 
-- --
1.0 1 
1.0 1 
Ii 16 
1000 f'"-----'--_____ --r 17 
Table III - Coefficients and \~eights Free Storage Stack 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
32766 
32767 
--
--
1 
-51 
-54 
32766 
32767 
--
54 
51 
32766 
55 
52 
32766 
56 
52 
32766 
53 
21 32766 
22 32767 
23 --
24 --
2S 1 
26 -51 
27 -54 
28 54 
29 51 
30 32i66 
31 1 
32 -51 
33 -54 
34 55 
35 521 
t 
36 32766 
37 1 
38 -51 
39 -54 
40 53 
32766 denotes the end of a term 
32767 denoted the end of a series 
41 32766 
42 32767 
43 
--
,---
44 8 
45 32766 
46 32767 
47 9 
48 32766 
49 32767 
50 10 
51 32766 
52 32767 
53 2 
54 4 
55 32766 
.56 3 
57 5 
58 32766 
59 32767 
60 2 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
Table VI - Pattern Free Storage Stack 
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6 
32766 
3 
7 
32766 
32767 
--
--
1 
2 
4 
9 
32766 
1 
3 
5 
9 
32766 
1 
2 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
6 
10 
32766 
1 
3 
7 
10 
32766 
32767 
1 
-51 
-54 
53 
32766 
32767 
'. ;; 
5000 tj 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Series Lac.of No.of Lac.of 
Name Coeffs Terms Patterns . 
- - - -
- - - -
y 5 4 11 
X 3 1 5 
- - - -
Z 11 3 25 
ZI 10 1 90 
N M 
- -
- -
3 1 
1 3 
- -
1 1 
1 1 
Table V - Matrix Series Definition Table 
Loc.of No.of Loc.of 
Coeffs Terms Patterns . 
15 1 44 1 10 1 1 
16 1 47 2 11 1 1 
17 1 50 3 12 18 1 
18 1 1 4 13 1 1 
1 1 1 5 14 20 2 
1 1 1 6 15 22 2 
1 1 1 7 16 26 4 
8 18 1 1 
1 1 1 
-
I 
-i 9 100 
! 
! 
Table VI - Scalar Series Definition Table 
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16 i 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
53 
60 
69 
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Appendix A 
i. The mass integrals for substructure C 
-ixClllCI 
- 2 
BC + 'CUllC3 (Al) 
-iCUllClllC3 
(Al) 
(A3) 
[,;,," -'CIllC3 ":'Ol] " r = 0 C 
-<PClnCI 0 
(M) 
rOl1(~1'~ -;",,,,} 
H = <PxClnC3 
.C 
-i
xCI ;1c1 
(AS) 
where we have used the definitions 
i Cll = 1m/;1 (xC)dmC i XCl = lc xC<PCI (xC)<!mC 
i Cl =ic <PCl(xC)dmC ' BC =~C XC2dmC 
(A6) 
ii. The mass intllgrals for substructure A 
(A7) 
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1 
- 2" mALs 
o 
~AlllAl 
iii. The mass integrals for subl'tructure B 
- 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 
[
2BB +4>Bll (TlB1 +TlB3 +TlB7+TlB9+TlBl1"TlBlS) 
J B = ~~B1(-TlBl+11BS-llB9+11B13) 
~~Bl (-I1 B3+11Bll> + ~Bll (nBSTlB7-TlBBllBlS): 
~~Bl(-I1B1+TlBS-TlB9+TlB13) 
- 2 2 222 2 
2BB+4>B11 (I1B3+11BS+llB7+11Bll+11B13+11BlS) 
~~Bl(-I1B7+11B15) + ~B11(-TlB1nB3+11B911Bll) I 
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(AB) 
(A9) 
(AlO) 
(All) 
(A12) 
,fr .. :i.L PAGE IS 
lJli' POUR QUALI'PY 
(AB) 
-~BI(nB3+nB7+nBl1+nBl5) 
o 
~BI(-nB5+nBl3) 
(AI4) 
(Al5) 
__ J~BII(?BI~B3-~B3~BI-~B9nVII+nVllnV9) + ~~~I(-n~7+n~15) } 
~ - l$BII(n~5nB7-~B7n~5-n~13n~15+nBI5nBl3) + $~Bl(nE3-nBlI) (AI7) 
$~BI(-nBI-nB5-nB9-nBI3) 
where we have used the definitions 
(AlB) 
43 
(Al6) 
Appendix B 
i. The mass integrals for substructure A 
(Bl) 
(B2) 
(B3) 
(B4) 
(B5) 
where $All' ~zAl' $Al and BA were defined in Appendix A. 
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ii. The mass integrals for substructure B 
The elements of J B are: 
** ** ** ** ** 
-nB7nB9swAt+nB7nBl3cwAt-nSlnBllswAt-nBSnBllswAt+nBlnBlScwAt 
** ** ** ** ** +nB7nB13swA t-nBl nBll cWA t+nBSnBll cwAt-",lBl nB1Ssw At+nBSnBlSsw A t) 
** ** ** ** ** +nB7nB13cwAt-nBlnBllswAt-nBSnBllswAt+nBlnBlScwAt+nBSnBlScwAt) 
** ** ** ** ** +nB7nB13swAt-nBlnBllcwAt+nBSnBllcwAt~nBlnB1SswAt+nBSnBlSswAt) 
(B6) 
4S 
.1r * .* ." . ." 1r • ." * 
+2wA(nB9nB13-nB13nB9+nBllnBlS-nBlSnBll)] (B7) 
(B8) 
(B9) 
The components of the vector ~ are: 
.* 'Ie _* * .* * . 'Ie * .* * .* * . 'Ie • 
-nBllnBl-nB3nB9+nB9nB3-nBSnBll+nBllnBS+nB7nB9-nB9nB7 
* * * * * * * * _* * _* if 
+wA(nB3nB13-nBlnBlS-nB7nB13+nBSnBlS)]+swAt[nBlnBlS-nBlSnB1 
.* * .• * .*. .* • .* * .*. • * 
-nB3nB13+nB13nB3-nBSnBlS+nBlSnBS+nB7nB13-nB13nB7+wA(nBInBI1 
_* * .* * .* * . 'Ie * .* * _*. .* * 
-nBlSnBl-nB3nB13+nB13nB3+nBSnBlS-nBISnBS-nB7nBI3+nBI3nB7 
." * * * * * * * .* * .* * 
+wA(nBlnBl1-nB3nB9-nB7nB9+nBSnBll)]+swAt[-nBlnBll+nBllnBl 
.* * _* * _* * .* * _* * . 'Ie * * * 
-nB9nB3+nB3nB9-nBSnBll+nBllnBS-nB7nB9+nB9nB7+wA(-nB3nB13 
* * * * * * +nBlnBlS-nBVnB13+nBSnBlS)]} 
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where i B11 , i zB1 ' i B1 and B8 were defined in Appendix A. 
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(BlO) 
1··\ 
AppendilC C 
Throughout this appendilC any element of a matrilC which is not 
specified is equal to zero. 
i. The matrilC M 
The elements Mrs (r.s ~ 1.2 ••••• 19) of M have the following values: 
M1l = M22 = M33 = mC + ~ + 4~ 
1 
M1S = MSl = -M24 = -M42 = 2 mALS + 4~LS 
2 
M44 - BA + 4~LS + 2BB 
M3S = MS3 = -MZ6 = -M62 = mAlCCA + 4~xCA 
2 2 2 
MS5 = Be + mAlCCA + BA + 4~(xCA + LS> + 2BS 
2 2 
M66 = Be + mAxCA + 4~xCA + 4BB 
1 
M46 = M64 = (2 mA + 4~>xCALS 
- 2 ,2 
M77 = $Cll + (mA + 4~)$ClA + 4$ClABB 
M67 = M76 = $xCl -(mA + 4~)lCCA<PClA + 4$ClABB 
1 
M47 = M74 = -(2 mA + 4~HClALS 
MZ7 = M72 = M38 = M83 = ~Cl + (mA + 4~)$ClA 
- ) 2 ( 2 2 ) ,2 M8a = <PCII + (mA + 4~ $ClA + BA + 4~LS + BB $CIA 
MS8 = M8S = -$xCI + (mA + 4~)xCA$ClA - (BA + 4~L~ + 2BB)$CIA 
MI8 = Mal = - (t mA + 4~)$CIALS 
- 2 ,2 
M99 = $AII + 4~$AIB + 2BB$AIB 
~189 = M98 = -($ZAI + 4~LS$~~B + 2BB<P,uSJ$CIA 
~!59 = M9j = - M4,IO = - M10,4 = $zAI + 4~LS$AlB + 2BB$AIB 
H91 = MI9 = M2,lO = MIO ,2 = $Al + 4~$AIB 
- 2 ,2 ~!lO,lO = $All + 4~4>AIB + 2<l>AIBBB 
M7,10 = MIO ,7 = ($Al + 4~$AlS)$ClA 
M6,lO = MIO ,6 = -(mA$Al + 4~$AlB)xCA 
Mll,l1 = 40!lBBS 
M7,II = MIl ,7 = 4$ClA0AIBBB 
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H6• 11 - H1I•6 - 40AIBBB 
~2.12 # Ml3 ,I3 - MI4 ,I4 = MIS,IS - 4~BII 
~7,12 = Ml2 ,7 = 4~~lAiZBI 
M6•12 - MI2 ,6 = 4~ZBI 
MS.13 = Ml3 ,S = 4$ClAi BI 
MS•13 = MI3•S = 4xCAiBI 
M3,I3 = Ml3 ,3 = 4iBI 
M16•I6 = Ml7 ,I7 - MIS •IS = M19•19 ~ 2iBII 
MIO •16 = Ml6,IO = -M9,IS = -M1S,9 = 2$AIB~Bl 
H7,16 = M16,7 = 2~ClA~BI 
MS,l7 = Ml7 ,S = 29ClAizBl 
M9,I7 = Ml7 ,9 = MIO ,I9 = MI9 ,IO z - 2$AIB~ZBI 
~!S,IS = MIS,S = 2<PClALS~BI 
}!6,16 = Hl6 ,6 = - 2xCAiBI 
~!4,16 = Hl6 ,4 = HS,IS = MIS,S = - 2LS~BI 
M2,l6 = Ml6 ,2 = - ~!I,IS = - MIS,I = 2iBl 
}lS,17 = H17 ,S = - M4,l9 = - Ml9 ,4 = - 2izBI 
where .. e have used the definitions 
GAIB = GAl(ZA>!ZA = Ls 
All other quantities are defined in Appendix A or the text. 
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ii. The matrix F/WA 
The ell!rnents F (r.s = 1.2 ..... 19) of F/wA have the f.r,l'~~!ll\ 
rs 
values: 
1 
F41 = FS2 = (2 rnA + 4~)LS 
2 F4S = SA + 4~LS + 2SS 
F 48 = - (SA + 4~L~ + 2BBH C!lA 
F49 = FS•10 = ~zAl + 4IDgLS~AlS + 2$~SBB 
F4•17 = FS,19 = - 2$zSl 
F4 ,18 = - FS,16 = - 2~SILS 
2 
FS4 = - SA - 4rnSLS + 2SS 
1 
FS6 = - <2 rnA + 4rr~)xCALS 
1 
FS7 = <2 rnA + 4~HCIALS 
FSZ = - <t rnA + 4~)$~IALS 
F84 = (SA + 4~L~ - 2BB)$~lA 
FS6 = <t IDA + 4~)xCA$~lnLS 
FS7 = - <t rnA + 4IDg)$CIA$~IALS 
F$,lO = - (~ZAI + 4~LS$A1S + 2$AISSS)$~lA 
FS,16 = - 2~~lALS~SI 
FS.19 = 29~IA$ZSI 
F92 ~ - FIO •l = - 4~$AIS 
F94 = FIO •S = 4mS$AISLS + 4$AISBS 
F96 = 4~xCA¢AlS 
F97 = - 4~QCIA$AIB 
2 
Fg,lO = - F10 ,9 = - 4~$AIB 
F9,16 = FIO •IS = - 2$AlS~SI 
FIO •S = - 4(~LS$AlS +$ AlSBB)¢~IA 
F17 •4 = FI9 ,S = - 4~zSI 
F16,1S = F17 ,19 = - F1S •16 = - F19 ,17 
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F17 •l0 - - F19•9 - 4~AlBiZBl 
F19•8 - 4~C1AizBl 
iii. 2 The matrix KT/WA 
2 The elements ~rs (r.s = 1.2 ••••• 19) of Kr/wA have the folleving 
values: 
2 
K.r44 = Krss = BA + 4~LS - 2aB 
~4.l0 = KrlO.4 = - ~59 = - Kr95 = 4~~AlBL~ + 4BB~A1B 
K.r4,19 = K.r19,4 = - KT5 ,17 ~ - Kr17,5 = - 4izBl 
2 
KrS8 = Krss = - (BA + 4~LS - 2BBH ClA 
Krss = (BA + 4~L~ + 2BB)~ciA 
K.r89 = Kr9S = 4~~C1ALS~A1B + 4~C1A~A1BBB 
KrS.17 = Kr17,8 = - 4~C1AizBl 
2 
KT99 = K.rlO.10 = 4~~A1B 
K.rl2,12 = K.r14,14 =~16,16 = Kr1S,lS = 4$B11 
K.r17,17 = Kr19,19 = 2$B11 
iv. The matrix Ky 
The elements Kvrs (r,s = 1,2, ... ,19) of K", have the following 
values: (d 2$Cl (Xc») 2 
Kv77 = Kv88 = I". ElC 2 dxC 
C dxC 
Apoendix D 
The constraint equations are 
(D3) 
where all quantities are defined in Appendix A, Appendix C a'1d the text. 
The constants X. (i = 1,2,3,4) are determined by means of the initia.1 
l. 
~onditions. Quite often they are taken as zero. 
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